BONAOK Karaoke Microphone Bluetooth Wireless, Portable Karaoke
Machine Mic Speaker for Kids and Adults Home Party Birthday (Rose
Gold Plus) Review-2021

PARTICULAR DESIGN - The excellent design of our karaoke wireless microphone is very suitable
for your hand, which can make you feel more comfortable. And the built-in high-quality Bluetooth
module can be used as speaker, player and Recorder, compatible with various singing applications
TWO WAYS CONNECTIONâ€” Bluetooth Connection & Cable Connection. You just need to
connect your phone with cable or Bluetooth, and then open the singing APP on your phone. The
built-in clearly audio and vividly sound effect can make you listening and singing anytime and
anywhere.
HIGH COMPATIBILITYâ€” Supporting micro SD card max 32GB(NOT INCLUDED) and song
switch. The Bluetooth has a great distance of connection(10m)
EASY TO USEâ€” Multi-function buttons, easy to switch to different model, adjust volume, sing and
play music. With echo model,our karaoke wireless microphone can bring a surrounding immersion.
And the USB port allows you to plug USB, turn this magic piece to MP3, and play it directly
BONAOK Rechargeable Batteryâ€” 2600mAh rechargeable multi-protect lithium battery(18650)
ensures a longer sing time. Quicker charging, long-time lasting.Louder and Powerful Sound The
Speakers in the microphone that is good quality and sound. And the sound quality is improved by
30% with the Update Bass Diaphragm Cavity, which gives you the stronger shock and heavier
sense and makes you feel like you're singing in a KTV.
BONAOK Karaoke Wireless Microphone has three layers of filter head, which can greatly reduce
the noise produced when singing.
And it uses denoising technology that filters air flow and wind noise effectively,
allowing you to always sing with perfect clarity
Two Way Connection
Bluetooth Mode(sing with microphone
1. Turn on microphone, a blue light will come on and a sound will indicate that Bluetooth function is
ready for use.
2. Search Bluetooth ID Q37 on mobile phone/ tablet/ pc and connect.
3. Open any Karaoke APP or select music file from your device music player, and adjust your device
accordingly.
4. Adjust Q37's volume, echo,Music and Mode.
5. Sing Along
Note: If you want Q37 as a Bluetooth speaker, turn off Q37's echo and volume. Bluetooth have
memory function, when mobile phone is restarted, it can be connected automatically.
Wired Mode(singing recording same time function)
1. Download any karaoke APP/software on your mobile phone
2. Turn on Q37
3. Connect Q37 and mobile phone
4. Open karaoke APP to choose songs and sining
5. Record the song as per the instructions on the karaoke APP
Note: Bluetooth function must be disconnected
Professional Mixer
It allows you to switch freely so that you can choose any mode you want and then enjoy yourself
How to pair the mic to a TV
1. For Smart TV: Pair the mic to the TV through Bluetooth, turn on a karaoke app, adjust the volume
on the mic and TV, sing and the voice can come from the mic speaker.
2. For any TV: Use the AUX cable and a TV adapter to connect the mic to the TV. Choose songs to
play, and you'll hear the voice coming from the mic speaker.
(Note: Your voice and the TV music will come out from microphone speaker when connect to TV)
Gathering singing
Color:Rose Gold PlusMaterial: Aluminium AlloyWeight: 365g(12.87oz)Output Power: 6W(Speaker
Output)Charging Voltage: DC 5VCharging Time: 2 hoursSing Time: Up to 5-10 hoursBattery
Capacity: 2200/2600mAhProducts Size: 9.45*2.95*2.36inSpeaker Frequency:
100Hz-10KHzTransmission Distance: 10m(32.8ft)Power Supply: Build-in Li-ion batteryMaximum
sound pressure level: >115db 1KHz THD<1%Reverb Mode: Echo sound reverberation

BONAOK Kids Karaoke Microphone V07
BONAOK Wireless Microphone Q78
BONAOK Wireless Microphone Q36
BONAOK Karaoke Microphone D03
Features
Portable Mic, Loud Speaker,Support all Apple and Android phones
Portable Mic, Loud Speaker,Support all Apple and Android phones
Portable Mic, Loud Speaker,Support all Apple and Android phones
Portable Mic, Loud Speaker,Support all Apple and Android phones,Original and accompaniment
function,Duet Sing
Sound
High Fidelity Audio
HD Stereo Sound
HD Stereo Sound
HD Sound and Richer
Controllable Led Light

Recording

Playtime(Build-in 18650 Rechargeable Battery)
4-8hours
4-8hours
4-8hours
4-10hours
Music APP
YouTube, Pandora, Spotify, Smule, etc.
YouTube, Pandora, Spotify, Smule, etc.
YouTube, Pandora, Spotify, Smule, etc.
YouTube, Pandora, Spotify, Smule, etc.
Connection Ways
Wired/Bluetooth
Wired/Bluetooth
Wired/Bluetooth
Wired/Bluetooth
Material
Aluminium Alloy
Aluminium Alloy
Aluminium Alloy
Aluminium Alloy Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture,
description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

